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BIO: Short
Hallie Alexander’s debut historical romance, A Widow’s Guide to Scandal, was published in
2020 by Soul Mate Publishing. It was a finalist in the 2019 Cleveland Rocks Romance Contest.
She writes steamy, feminist historical romances that take place in America with heroines who
become the heroes of their own story as their swoon-worthy partners work to deserve their love.
She is a Northerner living in the South with her husband, three children, and Doodles of
Mayhem™, Bruno and Willow.

BIO: Long
Hallie Alexander might be the only romance author who didn’t cut her teeth on old school
romances swiped from her mother’s collection—her mother didn’t read them. In fact, she wasn’t
much of a reader until she opened her first romance novel later in life and devoured it cover to
cover like a child tasting chocolate for the first time.
Hallie’s 2020 debut, A Widow’s Guide to Scandal, published by Soul Mate Publishing, was a
finalist in the 2019 Cleveland Rocks Romance Contest. She writes steamy, feminist historical
romances set in America. Her heroines become the heroes of their own story as their
swoon-worthy partners work to deserve their love. Expect lush history and lots of smooching.
And, if there is an element of humor and hijinks, or a fraying in the fabric of the patriarchy?
Even better.
When Hallie isn’t writing, she enjoys playing with her doodle dogs, cooking with her children,
and taking long walks with her husband near their North Carolina home.
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SYNOPSIS: Rescuing Her Rebel
Tumbling back into love should have been effortless.
What are the odds Lydia Allyn gives Daniel Greene, the man who broke her heart, a second
chance when he stumbles upon her at the Merriwether Ball? About as good as her Royal officer
father has of catching him in the act of smuggling that very same night. Which is to say, they
both catch him, but only one can keep him.
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Author: Hallie Alexander
Publication Date: July 22, 2020
Publisher: Soul Mate Publishing
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SYNOPSIS: A Widow’s Guide to Scandal
The first installment in debut author Hallie Alexander’s steamy Sons of Neptune series
introduces readers to a band of heroic rebels at the brink of the American Revolution.
Henrietta Smith was fifteen when she stole a kiss from Marcus Hardwicke. Over a decade later,
she’s still waiting to be kissed back…
Henrietta learned the hard way that when you get what you pay for you might end up with a
British soldier quartering in your home threatening your friends, an enormous dog tracking mud
through your house and stealing the chickens, and Marcus Hardwicke disrupting your
uncomplicated life by trying to improve it. And to think she just wanted her roof fixed.
Marcus, wickedly handsome carpenter and rebel rogue, fell off Henrietta’s leaking roof. He can’t
leave until his broken ankle heals, giving him plenty of time to consider his past mistakes,
including Henrietta's indelible kiss from a lifetime ago. But Henrietta could lose more than her
home if she doesn’t encrypt British secrets, and the latest puts Marcus in the crosshairs.

